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Introduction to Concepts
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Equity. 
Opportunity.

For ALL.

We believe society is better for everyone when all of us can participate, 
prosper, and reach our full potential.

Direct service efforts in 100 communities nationwide & 12 countries 
internationally  + research & evaluation, policy & advocacy, & systems 

change.
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National Initiatives on Poverty & Economic 
Opportunity 

We are dedicated to 
ending chronic 
unemployment and 
poverty. 
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Working at the intersection of 
practice, policy, and research, 

we catalyze change that is informed by evidence and 
grounded in the experience of communities, providers, 

and impacted populations. 

Icons from Noun Project: ProSymbols; Nick Abrams; Gregor Cresnar
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National Center on Employment & 
Homelessness

Our National Center on 
Employment & 
Homelessness works to 
ensure that 
employment in quality 
jobs is a key element in 
preventing and ending 
homelessness.
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Most People Experiencing Homelessness 
Want to Work. 

1. Burt, M.R., Aron, L.Y., & Lee, E. (1999). Homelessness: Programs and the people they serve. Washington, DC: The Urban Institute.

2. Mojtabai, R. (2005). Perceived reasons for loss of housing and continued homelessness among homeless persons with mental illness. Psychiatric 
Services, 56:172-178 

People experiencing 
homelessness consistently rank 
paid employment alongside 
healthcare and housing as a 
primary need.1

People experiencing 
homelessness often attribute their 
homelessness to unemployment 
and insufficient income.2
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Employment is An Important Factor in 
Preventing and Ending Homelessness.

1. Zlotnick, C., Robertson, M.J., & Lahiff, M. (1999). Getting off the streets: Economic resources and residential exits from homelessness. Journal of Community 
Psychology, 27(2), 209-224.

2. Caton, C.L., et. al. (2005). Risk factors for long-term homelessness: Findings from a longitudinal study of first-time homeless single adults. American Journal 
of Public Health, 95(10), 1753-9.  

Increased income is a strong 
predictor of a person exiting 
homelessness.1

Earned income and current 
or recent employment are 
associated with shorter 
duration of homelessness.2
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Working to End Homelessness 
Project
Community of Practice of over 
25 providers from across the 
country implementing 
employment solutions for 
people who are unstably 
housed.

Year long learning.

Culminated in a series of best 
and promising practice briefs.
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The 
Connections 
Project

The goal of the 
Connections Project is to 
increase employment 
and economic 
opportunity for 
homeless jobseekers 
through systems 
change. Policy & Systems 

Innovation

Up to 
$125,000 

per site

3 Year 
Project in 5 
Locations

In-depth TA 
& Peer 

Learning
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Connections Project Communities
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Why is local and state policy 
advocacy critical? 
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Federal, State, and Local Employment Policies to Prevent & End 
Homelessness

Decent job quality 
and wages

Job 
guarantee/subsidized 
employment programs

Expanded intensive 
employment programs 
for hard to employ 
populations 

Policy 
Changes 

Enforcement 
and expansion 
of labor laws

Removal of criminal records 
barriers to employment, 
licensing, education, etc.

Legal 
Protections 

& Rights

Targeted 
education 
and training 
resources

Homeless 
Spectrum

Prevention of 
homelessness for 
lower-income 
populations

Chronically 
Unemployed and 
Economically 
Homeless, few 
personal barriers

Harder to employ 
homeless (not disabled 
but higher number of 
barriers)

Underemployed 
homeless, 

This graphic focuses on the employment-related policy and legal levers that have the potential to positively impact employment 
prospects and conditions for large numbers of people who experience homelessness and housing instability. Not reflected here,
but critically important, are policy levers that allow for greater access to supports that create the conditions for many individuals 
to be successful in work, namely child care, transportation, nutrition assistance, and health care. 
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Why is local and state policy 
advocacy critical? 
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Discussion & Report Back

Why were you interested in attending this session today? 

Are there local or state policy barriers that seem to get in the 
way of connecting people experiencing homelessness to 
employment? What are they?

Have you engaged in local or state advocacy to advance 
employment and economic opportunity for people 
experiencing homelessness or housing instability? If so, 
what was your experience? If not, what has prevented you 
from doing this work?
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Take a break!
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Local Advocacy Example: 
Efforts in Colorado to Ensure that WIOA 
Implementation Supports Jobseekers 

Facing Housing Instability 
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Work in Colorado -
Overview 

● Scope of work

● Goals

● Activities/Strategies

● Outcomes



Work in Colorado - Overview 
● Interviewed over 90 organizations and public 

agencies across Colorado, including all 
workforce directors

● Goal was to identify how CoC/homeless and 
housing systems integrate with workforce 
systems 

● Identified best practices and developed 
legislative action to address some of the 
service gaps

● Significant differences in how rural and urban 
communities address employment needs



Specific Dynamics -
Rural and Urban Communities 

● Local versus state control

● Different system structure in 
urban/rural communities 

● Legislative representative perspective

● Geographic and space/distance issues

● Different challenges

● Communication between regions



Specific Dynamics -
Rural and Urban Communities 

● Counties determine how services are 
offered - state can issue 
recommendations and monitor 

● Most of Colorado under a “Balance of 
State” CoC and 10 workforce sub-areas -
have 64 counties 

● Some public agencies serve over 20,000 
square miles

● Communication - ensuring timely 
information-sharing



Specific Dynamics -
Rural and Urban 

Communities ● Local versus state control

● Different system structure in 
urban/rural communities 

● Legislative representative impact

● Geographic and space/distance issues

● Different challenges

● Communication between regions



Program Activities 
Direct Service Lessons = Policy Action
● Gaps between systems - filled by staff on the 

ground - creates challenges for participants

● Integrated services needed for employment 
success - diverse employment, navigation and 
clinical

● Private/public/non-profit partnerships

● Develop deep working relationships with 
employers

● Examples in Colorado



Program Activities 
Direct Service Lessons = Policy Action
● “Ground” staff required to learn how different 

systems work and requirements of each on behalf 
of participants

● Developing partnerships including govt., community 
organizations and businesses have proven effective

● Integrated services are important for supporting 
individual employment goals

● Develop meaningful relationships with employers -
cultivate them as champions/advocates for 
programs and participants

● Examples - Denver Day Works, Womens Bean 
Project, ReHire, Denver’s Road to Work, Metro 
Denver Homeless Initiative





Resources for Policy Work
● Private foundations focused on policy work

● Private individual and some corporate donors

● Some law firms and legal organizations

● Some public funds 

● Leverage resources and staff time through 
coalitions 

● Partner with different individuals and groups 
that do policy and legislation and/or have 
lobbyists



Resources for Policy Work
● Original project - funded through Butler Family 

Fund

● Ongoing work funded through private foundations

● Integrate the work into a sustained advocacy 
agenda at community organizations

● Leverage resources and staff time through 
coalitions - Skills 2 Compete, Cross Disability 
Coalition

● Partner with different individuals and groups that 
are involved in policy and legislative work and/or 
have lobbyists - Womens Foundation, ACLU



Data as Part of the Work

● How was data used to drive the project 
forward?

● What types of data have been helpful 
and useful?

● What roadblocks have occurred 
regarding data and using it for the 
project?

● Did you have any challenges related to 
data availability, access, and/or 
accuracy?



Data as Part of the Work
● Used 1st hand data when possible

● Data sources included the State of Working 
Colorado, Self-Sufficiency Standard, and the Gap 
Map 

● # of working age individuals not working (18-55), # 
seeking work, # eligible for SNAP/TANF vs # who 
have obtained these

● Limited baseline data related to how WIOA and 
other workforce funds have served challenged 
populations

● CoC and WF systems are still developing the ability 
to collect extensive data on work outcomes for 
these populations 



Building “Buy-in” for the Work

● Sharing information about project

● Expanding support and “buy-in”

● Making adaptations and corrections along 
the way

● Expanding the scope



Building “Buy-in” for the Work
● Contacted all stakeholders to get input on the 

issues and overall goals - regional, community and 
state agencies

● Included diverse communities of individuals with 
challenges who are seeking employment - also 
employers

● Kept stakeholders updated on developments and 
status

● Leveraged expertise of coalitions and their 
members to make decisions regarding content and 
strategy - adapted activities,tasks and direction 
based on collective expertise

● Share the spotlight and credit as a group



Institutionalizing the Work and 
Lessons Learned

● Ideas regarding institutionalizing the 
process and lessons

● Spreading the word on the process and 
lessons

● Sustaining the momentum

● Advancing the process and potential 
policies/solutions



Institutionalizing the 
Work/Lessons Learned

● Recommending Best Practices from other regions for 
integrating WF and CoC systems 

● Hosting webinar that spotlights some of these regions

● Developing report, training and tools for distribution 
to all stakeholders; sharing these with national groups

● Integrating the project into the ongoing work of Skills 
2 Compete and other engaged coalitions

● Developing legislation that addresses gaps in services 
and system integration



Legislation for New Resources

Samantha has been participating in 
a local non-profit’s employment 
program to learn a new skill. 

She has recently been offered an 
interview with a company in the 
industry she’s been training for, but 
has no means to pay the $60 for 
child care the day of the interview. 

Her non-profit case manager writes 
a company check made out to 
Samantha’s babysitter, allowing 
Samantha to attend the interview. 

The case manager submits a 
reimbursement request of $60 for 
child care to the non-profit 
administrator and the case 
manager’s company is reimbursed 
in a timely manner.



Lessons Learned from the Field

● Lessons learned about:

* Challenges facing participants

* Available resources for participants

* Service and resource gaps; support 
services

* How systems do or don’t align

* What employers are looking for 
currently



Lessons Learned from the Field

● Challenges - bias, distrust, stigma, profiling, 
learning new work expectations

● Available resources - vary for different 
counties and populations

● Most funding streams are being reduced

● Systems requirements vary and sometimes 
are contradictory  

● Employers looking for: individuals who have 
basic work skills, a support system, have 
flexibility regarding schedules







New Frontiers
● More social enterprises and transitional jobs 

opportunities

● Improved systems alignment and integration

● Greater investment in sustained support 
systems for people with work challenges

● Sector/employer development that embraces 
entry level workers

● More mobile employment services

● Increasing contact with employers and work 
environments



New Frontiers
● Denver Day Works, LA RISE, Work Options for 

Women all offer chance for individuals to re-
enter workforce in a supportive environment 
along with integrated supports

● Work towards compatible eligibility 
requirements, performance outcomes and 
definitions

● All challenged populations need more support 
services - we developed and sponsored 
legislative bill for this purpose

● Denver’s Road to Work partners with employers 
to do job retention and career planning together 
for workers



Contact Information

Laura Ware
Program Consultant

lauraware985@gmail.com
720-334-5430

Chaer Robert
Program Manager

crobert@cclponline.org

mailto:lauraware985@gmail.com


Discussion & Report Back  

What stands out from the Colorado case example? What 
lessons can you translate back to your community?

Is your community or state already addressing the 
employment needs of homeless and unstably housed 
jobseekers? How so? Do you think advancing employment 
for this population is a priority for local or state decision-
makers?

What do you see as first steps to seeding (or expanding) this 
type of work in your community? Who needs to be at the 
table?
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Take a break!
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#WebinarHashtag

Bringing the Work Back Home: 
Practical Tools for Advocating for 

the Employment Needs of Homeless 
and Unstably Housed Jobseekers



#1: Understanding Your Community’s 
Existing Data -- & Asking Additional 
Questions 

• Do you know the number of people coming into 
your homeless system who want to work?

• Do you have a sense of the number of people 
being served within your public workforce system 
who face housing instability?

• Do you disaggregate data based on race? If so, 
what does it say?
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System Performance Measures: A Place to 
Start

@NIheartland

What does your CoC’s data say?



Additional Data Collection: Coordinated Entry

Currently employed? Employment interest/goal?

Current income? Reason for job loss?

Barriers to employment? Currently receiving employment 
services?

Longest stretch of employment? Employment types/skill sets?

Military service? Education?

Disability? [Other?]

Core Question Types
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Community Example: Baltimore
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Additional Data Collection: Point-In-Time 
Count

(More!) 
Baltimore data
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#2: Building Buy-In for Advancing 
Employment for Homeless and Unstably 
Housed Jobseekers

@NIheartland

Outcomes data from the 
workshop series show a 10 
percent increase among 
participants who agree that people 
experiencing homelessness can be 
successfully employed. 

There was a 19 percent increase 
among participants who agreed 
they felt equipped with strategies 
to help individuals work on 
employment goals



#3: Institutionalizing the Work on the Local 
Level 

“Baking” processes 
& priorities into 
public systems can 
help ensure the work 
is not carried on by 
one champion but 
rather is a systems-
wide approach to 
which stakeholders 
are held 
accountable.

Chicago Continuum 
of Care Governance 

Charter
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#4: Institutionalizing Systems Collaboration 
through Community -Level Advocacy & 
Systems Change

@NIheartland

All of this work is going to 
identify gaps and needs 
that may be in your 
community. 

BE THE RUBBER BAND 
HOLDER!



Additional Strategies for Policy & 
Systems Change 

• Persuading government bodies to revise, adopt and 
implement laws, regulations, investments or services 
that advance goal

Developing Public 
Policies

• Building learning networks among individuals and 
organizations that can develop, adopt and rapidly 
spread new tools and practices

Fostering Best 
Practices

• Creating incentives for business, organizations, and 
consumers to make economic  and other choices that 
support desired outcomes

Influencing Markets

• Mobilizing low-income people and communities to 
secure representation and voice in decision-making 
processes that affect their lives

Changing Power 
Relationships

• Using educational processes to provide large numbers 
of individuals with information that influences 
personal behaviors

Promoting Social 
Learning



NORTH STAR: Everyone who wants 
to work has access to employment 
opportunities & no one who works 
full time lives in poverty.  
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…Check out our (free!) toolkits

www.heartlandalliance.org/nationalinitiatives
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Questions for us…?  
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